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1. What is a Trademark?
 Trademark rights: common law origins and statutory policy basis in CONSUMER 

PROTECTION

 Brand loyalty

 Expected quality 

 Trademark is the goodwill identifier that the public associates with YOU as 
the source of origin of your product/service.

 Rights are based on USE, IN COMMERCE

 Balance trademark rights with 1st Amendment Free Speech (FAIR USE: 
Nominative and Descriptive) and Functionality.



Many things can be a protectable 
trademark, not just words and logos.

Colors

•?

Sounds

•?

Smells

•?

Decor

•?



A Trademark’s strength 
is based on time, 
market, and 
DISTINCTIVENESS 

Arbitrary/Fanciful

Suggestive

Descriptive with 
2aryMeaning

Merely Descriptive/ 
Generic

Important for choosing your 
brand/trademark.

Secondary Meaning: primary source 
in public’s mind; time and market 
strength factors can bolster a 
descriptive mark into 
protectability; presumed after 5yrs 
(incontestability) 



ARBITRARY or FANCIFUL?



SUGGESTIVE?



DESCRIPTIVE?



GENERIC?



2. How do trademark rights work?

Common Law, §43(a)
 Starts when you begin to use your 

mark, aka are identifying the 
source of origin of your 
goods/services with the particular 
TM.

 Limited to your geographic area 
and reasonable expansion (gets 
fuzzy with internet).

 Use™ to identify common law TMs.

Federal registration, USPTO
 Once registered, provides nation-

wide protection from the filing 
date against all junior users.

 Use ® to identify registered TMs.

 USPTO registration can be 
extended internationally (1yr 
priority deadline for filing date).

 States also offer registration (little 
value).



USPTO Registration, general overview

Before

•Self Knock-out search
•Decide on what to protect
•Clearance Search
•Gather information for application

USPTO 
1st

•File application
•Examiner’s review/search
•Amendments/ Office Actions

USPTO 
2nd

•6mo Publication period
•Challenger?
•Registration

After

•Enforcement Searches
•Reviewing use as business evolves
•Maintenance of USPTO registration



Priority: Junior and Senior users

ITU 
application 

filed

Another 
user adopts 
the same 

mark

Applicant 
begins use 

and submits 
specimen

Registration 
of 

applicant’s 
mark



Priority: Junior and Senior users

Applicant 
conceives 

mark

Another 
user adopts 
the same 

mark

Applicant 
begins use 

and submits 
application

Other user 
challenges 
registration 



What is Infringement? 
 Likelihood of Confusion is the legal test for trademark infringement: is there 

a likelihood that a potential consumer would be confused as to the source of 
origin? Is the junior user attempting to capitalize and steal the senior user’s 
goodwill?

 LoC Factors Analysis:

 Similarity of marks

 Similarity of goods/services

 Sophistication of consumers

 Strength of mark

 Length and market of use

 Willfulness to infringe by junior user  

 Actual confusion



The Enforcement Process:
Full-Tilt Small Steps Other side



Practice Activity & 
QUESTIONS?


